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Structure-derived potentials and protein simulations 
Robert L Jernigan*$ and Ivet Bahar*t 

There has recently been an explosion in the number of 
structure-derived potential functions that are based on the 
increasing number of high-resolution protein crystal structures. 
These functions differ principally in their reference states; 
the usual two classes correspond either to initial solvent 
exposure or to residue exposure of residues. Reference states 
are critically important for applications of these potentials 
functions. Inspection of the potential functions and their 
derivation can tell us not only about protein interaction 
strengths themselves, but can also provide suggestions for 
the design of better folding simulations. An appropriate goal 
in this field is achieving self-consistency between the details 
in the derivation of potentials and the applied simulations. 

amino acid in each structure on the basis of several 
properties. Sippl [6] studied inter-residue interactions, 
which are expressed in terms of distance-dependent 
potentials. Crippen and Maiorov [7] have fitted large 
numbers of parameters to structures. One important area of 
application of potential functions has been the evaluation 
of sequences threaded onto known structures [8]. These 
studies have been followed by many others along the 
same lines [9-17,18",19,20"]. In this review, however, the 
focus will instead be on the use of potential functions 
in conformational simulations. It is worth remarking that 
the physical situations requiring assessment by energy 
functions for threading, binding, and folding simulations 
are much the same. 
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Abbreviations 
H hydrophobic 
MC Monte Carlo 
MD molecular dynamics 
P polar 
PDB Protein Databank 
rms root mean square 

I n t r o d u c t i o n  
In recent years, there has been a growing interest in 
deriving potentials of mean force from experimentally 
observed frequencies of non-bonded pairs of amino acids 
in sets of structures. The  analysis of inter-residue contact 
preferences in X-ray elucidated structures has contributed 
substantially to understanding the dominant forces stabi- 
lizing native structures in globular proteins. Such protein 
potentials have an important role in simplified models of 
protein structure [1]. Low-resolution methods appear to 
be the most practical approach for unraveling the complex 
issues in protein folding and recognition [2]. Here we will 
consider their utility for potential energy derivation and 
computer simulation. 

The  idea of extracting such knowledge-based potentials 
was first conceived by Tanaka and Scheraga [3]. A 
rigorous determination of the effective inter-residue 
contact potentials, including both solvent and size effects, 
was achieved by Miyazawa and Jernigan [4]. The  latter 
contact potentials have been extensively tested and used 
to analyze and simulate protein structures. Eisenberg 
and ce-workers [5] evaluated the environment of each 

M o t i v a t i o n  
There is a long history of the use of interaction energies 
as adjustable parameters to reflect varied circumstances. 
In part, this was an attempt to deal with highly 
varied situations: for instance, there is evidence that the 
relative populations of rotational isomers are affected by 
their environment. In the case of polymer theory, the 
interactions between two atomic groups at close range 
have typically been evaluated from physical measurements 
of the entire chain, such as its overall dimensions. 
Much of this adjustable energy parameter approach has 
been summarized by Flory [21] and Mattice and Surer 
122]. Admittedly, circumstances prevailing in proteins are 
complex, and it can readily be presumed that different 
effective potentials might be operative at different stages 
of folding because the local environment changes. For 
instance, at extremely early stages, the solvent state 
might correspond somewhat to dilute solution conditions, 
whereas at later stages a high density of residue contacts 
would hold and could affect individual conformational 
preferences in significant ways. 

The  quest for simplified representations of protein 
structure and statistical potentials suitable for representing 
interactions at a low level of resolution has been motivated 
by two main factors, one theoretical and the other 
experimental. From the theoretical point of view, a full 
atomic description of protein structure, even though more 
rigorous, has limited applicability, in view of the time 
and length scales of many observed phenomena. It is 
impossible to explore completely phenomena of interest, 
such as the folding and interactions in proteins, within 
reasonable computation time with present computational 
technology. In addition to computational limitations, 
another reason for directing efforts to less detailed models 
and potentials is the fact that the semi-empirical potentials 
commonly used in atomic descriptions discriminate poorly 
between correctly folded and misfolded structures [23-251. 
These potentials cannot efficiently select the native fold; 
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recent studies have demonstrated the further requirement 
for a sufficiently pronounced energy minimum [26,27°]. 
The  energy minimum also needs to be surrounded by 
relatively low potential-energy barriers for the protein to 
fold into the native state [28°]. These requirements are not 
usually satisfied by conventional atomic potentials. A lower 
resolution description can reduce the number of folding 
states and smooth out the barriers between local minima, 
and is therefore of fundamental utility in simulations. One 
recent study has investigated the correlation between the 
energy level and the root mean square (rms) deviations 
from the native form [29°1. 

From the experimental point of view, more than 1000 pro- 
tein structures have now been resolved to less than 2.5,~l 
by X-ray crystallography, offering a wealth of information 
on long-range interaction preferences and the propensities 
of individual amino acids. The  experimental data may be 
used for extracting knowledge-based potentials of mean 
force which, after proper averaging, may yield effective 
free energies associated with various inter-residue contacts 
in globular proteins. Since the original work of Miyazawa 
and Jernigan [4], the number of non-homologous protein 
structures deposited in the Protein Databank (PDB) 
[30,31] increased by one order of magnitude [32]. A total of 
1661 protein subunits were considered by Miyazawa and 
Jernigan in a recent re-evaluation of effective inter-residue 
contact energies [20"°]. This number may be compared to 
the 42 structures explored in their original work [4]. 

The  larger sample size does not substantially change 
the original set [4] of inter-residue potentials, but rather 
confirms its validity [20"°]. The  utility of these effective 
potentials has been demonstrated in a number of studies 
(reviewed in [33]), including the selection of good 
conformations from large sets of conformations [34], 
the evaluation of different sequences threaded onto 
known structures [20°°], the assessment of sequence 
similarities [35], the prediction of the effects of amino 
acid substitutions on stability [36], and the prediction of 
binding peptides to a specific MHC complex [37]. 

Other researchers have derived contact potentials for 
atoms from structures in a similar way (C Zhang, 
G Vasmatzis, JL Cornette, C DeLisi, personal commu- 
nication). A somewhat different approach for calculating 
energies, especially atomic surface interaction energies, 
has been to base them directly on the extent of mutual 
surface between two molecules [38°',39]. Interestingly, the 
estimate of hydrophobic potentials by Kurochkina and 
Lee [39], which was based on the surface area buried by 
an interacting pair of atoms, was shown to be strongly 
correlated with the contact potentials of Miyazawa and 
Jernigan. A recently published comparison [40--] showed 
that these functions differ principally in their reference 
states; the usual two choices correspond either to initial 
solvent exposure of residues or to residue exposure. 

The  advantages and usefulness of knowledge-based po- 
tentials are clear [41]. These inherently include perturba- 
tions due to solvent mediation. Many details are averaged 
out but some essential features, such as hydrophobicity, 
are retained. A much larger range of conformations may 
be explored particularly when on-lattice simulations are 
employed. In fact, potentials based on knowledge of 
residue-residue interactions have been widely used in 
both on- and off-lattice simulations of proteins [28"], but 
these energies do involve approximations and they do have 
limitations [42"°]. 

The  general approach and some of the assumptions 
involved in reduced models and in knowledge-based 
energy parameter estimations will now be discussed. The 
uses and limitations of these models in simulating proteins 
will be discussed in the next section, together with 
some recent illustrative examples. Some refinements to 
models and extracted potentials aimed at spanning the gap 
between coarse-grained structure and atomic structure will 
be described in the section after that. 

Model ,  method and approx imat ions  
In the most general case, the potential of mean force W 
between two interaction sites A and B located in a distance 
range r_+Ar from one another is given by the Boltzmann 
relationship 

WAB(r)=-RT In [PAB(r +Ar)/Pxx(r+ Ar)] (1) 

where PAB(r--Ar) is the probability of observing the 
specific pair [A,B] at separation r__Ar, Pxx(r_Ar) is 
the corresponding reference probability, independent of 
residue type, R is the gas constant and T is the 
absolute temperature. In some treatments, the number of 
intervening residues between A and B along the chain 
sequence have been considered [6]. 

Equation 1 already entails several approximations: firstly, 
the choice of the reference state; secondly, the application 
of Boltzmann statistics; thirdly, the choice of the inter- 
action sites to characterize residue-residue interactions; 
and fourthly dividing the conformational space into finite 
intervals of width 2Ar. Two additional fundamental issues 
implicit in Equation 1 are that the potential energy is 
expressed as a sum of pairwise interactions and that 
each pair of specific residue types [A,B] is assumed to 
behave independently, regardless of the chain connectiv- 
ity, constraints imposed by specific sequential neighbors, 
and context or environmental conditions. Finally, the 
experimental data set is assumed to be large enough to 
represent the full spectrum of inter-residue energetics 
manifested in protein structures. 

Reference state 
Some aspects of the resemblance of thcse protein energies 
to thermodynamic quantities deserve comment. Just as, 
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in thermodynamics,  specification of  the standard state 
is critical to knowing the meaning of values, here, the 
definition of  the reference state is critical. Furthermore, by 
analogy to thermodynamics,  both intensive and extensive 
properties have roles to play. In some cases, the sum 
of all the interactions within the protein is important; 
in other cases, such as when proteins of different sizes 
are compared, the energy per residue serves best. T h e  
analogous thermodynamic quantities would be the total 
free energy and the chemical potential, or the free energy 
per unit. Cases in which this intensive contribution per 
residue would be particularly useful are in threading, 
where the effects of  insertions and gaps are unknown, 
or in the process of folding, where only part of the 
protein might be folded. Comparing conformations of one 
whole protein is simpler because of the protein's fixed 
size and composition. Binding is simpler because the 
reference state is more clearly definable as being the two 
molecules completely separated, as long as there are no 
conformational changes. 

In their quasi-chemical approximation, Miyazawa and 
Jernigan [4,20"] introduced the random mixing approx- 
imation for describing the reference state, in which the 
number  of  contacts between a particular pair of species 
is directly proportional to their relative concentrations. 
Three  types of  effective contact potentials were given in 
conjunction with three different reference states. T h e  first, 
the preference of an A-type residue for a B-type residue 
over their self-interactions, is expressed as 

A.A + B-B6-~2 A.B (2) 

and is accounted for by the intramolecular effective 
contact energy 

CAB' (r c) = WAB(r c) - (WAA[r c] + WBB[rc])/2 (3) 

where r c is the cutoff separation over which averages 
are taken, in the original case, 6.5 ~ between side-chain 
centers and termed broad here, and WAB is the potential 
energy of  interaction between A and B. For this reference 
state, the opposite charge interactions are the most favored 
pairs and the hydrophobic pairs manifest quite weak 
interactions, corresponding to strong specificity. 

The  more interesting scheme involves desolvation of 
residues A and B prior to their association, as 

A.0 + B.0~->A.B + 0.0. (4) 

Here, '0 '  indicates solvent molecules. T he  corresponding 
solvent-mediated effective contact energy reads 

eAB (re) =TAB(re) + Woo(rc)-WAo(rc)-Wl{o(rc). (5) 

The  solvent-residue potentials, WA0(rc) and WB0(rc), are 
determined by assuming the coordination of residues A 

and B to be completed by solvent molecules whenever  
the respective numbers of  non-bonded side chains in their 
'broad'  neighborhood (within a spherical shell of  radius 
rc=6.5,~,) is smaller than those observed in their fully 
coordinated, buried state. 

Sample values of eAl~(broad) are given in Table  1 [20°°]. 

Table 1 

Sample values of eAB(broad) for residue types phenylalanine 
(F), leucine (L), alanine (A), glutamie acid (E), and lysine (K). 

eAB(broad) * F ~ L-  A t  E t  K t  

F -?.26 -7.28 -4.81 ~.'.'.q.56 -3 .36  
L -?.3? -4.91 -3 .59  -3 .37  
A -2 .72  -1.51 -1.31 
E -0.91 -1 .80  
K -0 .97  

* eAB is the solvent-mediated effective contact energy between residues 
A and B. t All values are given in RT units, where R is the gas constant 
and T is the absolute temperature. 

Here, because exposure to water was the reference state, 
large favorable hydrophobic interactions are seen. 

In a third scheme, the interactions replaced in the reaction 
are those with average residues. This corresponds to the 
transition 

A.r+ B.re--)A.B + r-r. (6) 

Here, 'r '  indicates an average residue. T h e  corresponding 
residue-mediated effective contact energy is 

eAB"(rc) = WAB(rc) + Wrr(r c) - WAr(r c) - WBr(rc). (7) 

The  values for the same residue types are given in 
Table 2. 

Table 2 

Sample values of eAa"(broad) for residue types phenylalanine 
(F), leucine (L), alanine (A), glutamic acid (E), and lysine (K). 

eAB"(broad) * F t L '~ A -  E + K t 

F -0 .29  -0 .26 0.03 0.44 0.37 
L -0 .30  -0.O8 0.46 O.41 
A -0 .13  0.30 0.23 
E 0.12 -1 .04  
K -0 .48  

*eAB" is the residue-mediated effective contact energy between 
residues A and B. t All values are given in RT units, where R is the 
gas constant and T is the absolute temperature. 
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With this reference state, the energy scale is intermediate 
between the previous two cases, showing both favorable 
hydrophobic and electrostatic interactions. 

It is critically important to consider the unfolded state; al- 
though this denatured state is usually poorly characterized, 
it is plausible to postulate, however, that it is intermediate 
between complete exposure of residues to solvent and 
complete burial, that is, interactions with average residues. 
The exposed case might be appropriately represented 
by the process in Equation 4 and the buried case by 
Equation 6. Consequently, it seems quite general to 
postulate that the process overall could have new contact 
energies formed in the native state as some average of the 
two energies in Equations 5 and 7 above. Hence we would 
define a folding potential as a mixture of two fractional 
contributions 

6AB (re)=x eAB (r c) + ( I - x )  eAB"(rc). (8) 

This actually corresponds to a definition of the denatured 
state as having an initial fraction x of residues A and B 
exposed to water and the remaining fraction ( I - x )  
randomly buried. 

Park and Levitt [43 °" ] have recently demonstrated the 
superiority of such a combination for picking out native 
conformations (equivalent to x=0.5) over either type of 
energy reference state individually. Their success raises 
several questions. Should x be different for different 
proteins? Should x be different for various residue types: 
for example, should it depend on their hydrophobicities? 
Our knowledge of the denatured state is woefully limited 
and insufficient to tell us how to define the denatured state 
completely. From Tables 1 and 2 above, however, it can 
be seen that the relative preferences given to a specific 
residue pair in the folded form depend critically on this 
reference state. 

The solvent-mediated contact potentials are particularly 
useful for representing the behavior of amino acids ex- 
posed to solvent, and therefore could be more appropriate 
at the initial stages of folding, whereas the intramolecular 
contact potentials e" would be more appropriate for 
portraying interactions between residue pairs buried in the 
core. This raises the possibility that folding simulations 
and the potentials also could change progressively, with 
less and less water in the reference state as folding 
proceeds, that is, x--+0. 

Boltzmann statistics 
In a strict sense, Boltzmann statistics apply if the radial 
distribution of residues represents an equilibrium ensem- 
ble, and the native state is at thermodynamic equilibrium. 
Knowledge-based potentials then ought to yield the lowest 
free energy for the native conformation. Threading exper- 
iments indicate that the conformational energies of amino 
acid sequences evaluated for a number of alternative folds 

indeed assume their lowest values when the sequences 
are in their native conformation. This type of threading, 
referred to as the 'sequence recognizes structure' protocol 
[44°°], has been applied extensively [9,10,16,20°°,45-47]. 
Also, a 'structure recognizes sequence' protocol has been 
used, which is equivalent to an inverse protein folding 
analysis [14,26,48,49]. Proteins with low levels of sequence 
identity, for which classical sequence alignment methods 
are not applicable, can be subjected to this type of 
screening test to locate structural homologies. In the 
former test, the sequences would correctly recognize their 
native fold on the basis of potentials. In the latter, 
the sequence that best fits a given three-dimensional 
structure would be detected, dependent on the potentials. 
Successes for both applications lend support to the validity 
of Boltzmann equilibrium statistics. 

Interaction sites 
The choice of interaction sites depends on the degree of 
complexity one adopts in the model. The most common 
approach has been to represent each residue by a single 
interaction site. This representation is particularly useful 
in on-lattice simulations. The single site per residue 
could be identified with the side-chain centroids or the 
Cot atoms or the CI3 atoms, etc. More detailed descriptions 
of protein structure distinguish between backbone and 
side-chain groups. The main chain is typically represented 
by virtual bonds connecting Cot atoms, following the 
model introduced by Brant, Miller and Flory [50], which 
was further developed and used in simulations [1,51]. 
The side chain is usually represented by one or more 
points. The recent comparative study by Kocher, Rooman 
and Wodak [44"] demonstrates that the knowledge-based 
potentials computed from the separations between av- 
erage side-chain centroids perform significantly better 
in threading tests than those computed from inter-Cc~ 
or inter-C[~ distances. In a recent study (I Bahar, RL 
Jernigan, unpublished data), the side-group interaction 
centers have been determined on the basis of a selection 
of multiple-side group atoms expected to be subject to 
the most distinctive interactions. Different atoms were 
selected for each type of amino acid, with a tendency for 
them to be near the side-chain terminus. The potentials 
of mean force were evaluated on the basis of multiple 
interactions taking place between the selected atoms. 
There are two advantages in adopting such multiple site 
correlations. Firstly, strongly attractive or repulsive specific 
interactions involving particular atoms are explicitly taken 
at their actual locations and not smoothed out. An extreme 
approach in this direction was that of Godzik and Skolnick 
[52], in which residue contacts were identified on the basis 
of the closest approach of any pair of atoms. Secondly, 
the use of multiple interactions substantially enlarges the 
sample size and enhances the smoothness of the data. 

The division of conformational space 
Discretization makes the problem computationally more 
tractable. It has been argued in several recent studies 
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that the protein folding problem is NP-hard in spite of 
minimal frustration argt, mcnts  [53]; in other words, the 
complexity of tile problem increases exponentially, and 
not via a polynomial (NP), with increasing molecular 
size. Thus,  it is only by considering discrete states that 
a substantial portion of the conformational space can 
possibly be sampled. Such discretization is a necessity 
for lattice simulations. For off-lattice simulations, the 
discretization of the geometric variables places an upper 
boundary on the accuracy achievable in computations. 
Another issue that is not usually considered is how to 
modify empirical contact energies to adjust for different 
lattice types. 

In adopting a low-resolution model, a compromise must 
be reached between sufficient flexibility to afford a 
reasonable account of the structural characteristics of the 
protein and sufficiently limited degrees of freedom to 
reduce the confotmational space. In some lattice models, 
a high coordination number, tap to 90 possible ways of 
choosing a vector connecting two consecutive or-carbon 
atoms in the absence of restrictions, has been adopted. 
Crystal structures from the PDB [30,31] may be projected 
onto such a lattice with an average rms deviation of 
0.6--0.7/k [54]. Yet such systems can be explored only 
by Monte Carlo (MC) methods. In the other direction 
[55"], a diamond lattice, the three-dimensional lattice 
with the smallest coordination number, was used for 
mount ing protein structures. T h e  possibility of  achieving 
an exhaustive generation of  all conformations of small 
proteins makes this lattice particularly attractive [55"]. 

Representation of energies through pairwise interactions 
Although the overall energy is expressed as a sum of 
pairwise interactions, the two-body residue potentials 
of  mean force extracted from structures do include 
the average effects of  other residues upon the target 
residue pair. The  potentials represent effective interaction 
energies, in a bath of other closely packed amino acids. 
T h e  multiple minima in the potential curves are a direct 
manifestation of the close packing of other residues (see 
Fig. 1). Accordingly, one should not necessarily expect 
the potentials of mean force, WAB , between a specific 
pair of residues [A,B] to have functional forms identical 
to individual interaction energies, EAB, that are used as 
input in simulations. T he  former WAB encompass both 
entropic effects and perturbations induced by many-body 
interactions, which may be strong in dense media such 
as the interiors of proteins. T h e  latter (EAB) is a purely 
energetic effect operating between the two particles; the 
environment is either ignored altogether or considered as 
a continuum. In this respect, a criticism of all extracted 
potentials [42 °°j that is based on an inability to extract 
from a set of conformers the input potentials may be 
too extreme. There  are really two points of view: either 
the functions are just effective and representative of the 
proteins, or, more strictly, one must be able to extract the 
individual interactions precisely. 

Figure 1 
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Non-specific average potentials of mean force between side 
group-side group (S-S), backbone-side group (B-S) and 
backbone-backbone (B-B) pairs of interaction centers, obtained 
from 150 X-ray-elucidated protein structures (I Bahar, RL Jernigan, 
unpublished data). Backbone interaction centers are Cot atoms. 
Side chains are represented by single interaction sites defined by 
a selected group of atoms. All S-S, B-S and B-B pairs separated 
by three, four and five residues along the sequence are considered, 
yielding a potential that is residue non-specific, characteristic of 
compact globular structures. Multiple minima are observable in the 
curves, characteristic of consecutive coordination shells of dense 
systems. 

T h e  fact that the extracted potentials represent effective 
free energies in compact globular environments is likely 
to be the major reason for the success of these potentials 
in threading experiments or other exercises that detect  
native-like characteristics. However, this property also 
raises the important issue of their limited applicability to 
denatured structures or othcr more varied conformations. 
An approximate way of  overcoming this difficulty would 
be to derive potentials that are designed for specific 
media. Distinguishing between the behavior of  buried 
and solvent-exposed residues, as in Equations 5 and 7, 
by defining effective contact potentials with different 
reference states, is one approximate way to treat different 
environments.  This approach can be further refined by 
focusing on different close-distance intervals (I Bahar, 
RL Jernigan, unpublished data). It is interesting that the 
use of  distance dependence may also aid in smoothing 
results; such an improvement  can be inferred from the 
simulation results of Park and Levitt [43"], in which the 
incorporation of distance dependence in a way similar 
to Wallqvist and Ullner 156] appears to aid in the 
discrimination of the native conformation. The  process of 



smoothing over distance was also employed by Crippen 
and Maiorov [7]. 

Figure 2 

Neglect of chain connectivity and correlations between 
interactions 
This  is a basic assumption that underlies all these 
potentials and is also one of the reasons for observing an 
attractive potential between a pair of positively charged 
residues, even though from electrostatic considerations 
these ought to repel each other [20"].  T he  apparent 
attraction is a consequence of the clustering of charged 
groups by the dominant hydrophobic effect. Also, because 
of  the coarse graining, there is the possibility of the 
interposition of favorable counter-ions or waters. 

T h e  strongest attractions are those that take place between 
pairs of  hydrophobic side chains for a solvent-exposed 
reference state, when the effective potentials are over 
the broad distance range up to r=6.5,~,; interactions 
between hydrophilic groups, on the other hand, are 
relatively weak [20"']. A recent closer examination of 
inter-residue effective contact energies (I Bahar, RL Jerni- 
gan, unpublished data) reveals that the most favorable 
attractive potentials between hydrophobic groups occur in 
the range 4 < r < 6 , ~ ,  whereas pairs of  polar and charged 
groups experience stronger attractions in the close interval 
2<r<_4~.  This feature is illustrated in Figure 2. At 
short distances, therefore, a different class of inter-residue 
potentials operates: between pairs of  hydrophobic residues 
the interactions are highly specific and predominantly 
attractive, whereas between pairs of hydrophobic residues 
the interactions are relatively weak. This dual character of 
effective contact energies has important implications for 
the refinement of low-resolution protein structures. 

T h e  closer approach of residues leads to greater specificity. 
This is observed in both the distance dependence of 
interactions and in the surface-surface energies [38°°]. 
In both cases, the polar pairs are stronger and much 
more specific. Atomic surface area formulations (for 
close approach) also favor polar pairs, but they exhibit 
an additional interesting feature: a segregation between 
aromatic and aliphatic carbon atoms. T he  origin of  the 
difference is presumed to be that, in the broad range, 
hydrophobic pairs dominate because there arc larger 
numbers of atom pairs counted, and most hydrophobic 
atom pairs are at least somewhat favourable, whereas in 
the close range, atom pairs are fewer so the stronger polar 
pairs are more important. 

S i m u l a t i o n s  
Overview 
In a broad sense, low-resolution simulations of proteins 
can be classified into two groups according to the type of 
model chains. The  first group considers heteropolymers, 
or perturbed homopolymers, that consist of only a few 
types of monomers, or sites subject to independent  
interactions, on two- or three-dimensional lattices. These  
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Specific potentials of mean force AWAB(r) , relative to the non-specific 
S-S potential curve displayed in Figure 1 between particular pairs 
[A,B]. (a) [H~,H~], [H G polar], [H(~, Tyr and Trp] and [H~, Lys] pairs. 
Hd~ represents the group of hydrophobic residues isoleucine, leucine, 
valine, phenylalanine and methionine. Polar represents the polar 
residues asparagine, glutamine, serine, threonine and histidine. 
(b) [Arg, Ser], [Arg, Asp] and [Arg, Lys]. Results are obtained at 
0.4A intervals, starting from 2.0A. The most favorable inter-residue 
separation decreases from 5.0_+ 1.0~ in the case of hydrophobic 
residues to 2.5 + 0.5/~ for charged or polar residues. 

elementary models have provided some fundamental 
insights [57] into the principles governing the stability and 
folding mechanism of proteins (some recent applications 
of this approach are given in [27",58,59",60-64]). Th e  
main advantage of  such simple models is in their being 
exact, in the sense that often a complete search of the 
conformational space for a given sequence, or sequence 
space for a given conformation, is possible. In the case 
of longer sequences that cannot be explored by complete 
enumeration, it is also possible to identify the most 
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probable conformations using folding strategies based on 
a hydrophobic-zipper model [65] or a constraint-based 
hydrophobic core construction procedure [66[, as was 
recently performed for specific H/P (hydrophobic/polar) 
sequences of 48-mers on a cubic lattice [64l. Degenerate 
lowest-energy conformations are found, with the use of 
a two-letter (H/P) code for residue specification. This 
class of simulation is not reviewed here. For more 
information, the reader is referred to two excellent recent 
reviews [28°,57]. 

The  second type of simulation takes into consideration 
more of the structural and energetic diversity of proteins 
at low resolution and involves on-lattice simulations, 
for which knowledge-based potentials are used. The  
overall tertiary, fold, rather than local structural details, is 
explored in these simplified models of  protein structure. 
Presumably, such low-resolution approaches presently 
offer the most promising method for investigating the 
global behavior of proteins with sufficient fidelity. In 
general, one has to choose a relatively simple model in 
order to restrict the conformational space, or a sufficiently 
accurate model in order to give a realistic description of 
proteins. The  relationship between the complexity of a 
model and its accuracy was shown to be approximately 
of  the form (accuracy) - (complexity) -1/2 [67°°]. There,  
the complexity was measured in terms of the number  
of conformational states per residue and accuracy refers 
to the rms deviation from the X-ray structure, both 
purely geometric quantities. On- and off-lattice models 
are pointed out to be of  comparable complexity [67 °°] for 
a given level of accuracy. We now concentrate on such 
simulations. 

The  above two types are not so sharply defined. For 
example, recent simulations by Hinds and Levitt [55 ° ] 
are remarkable in that they bridge the two former classes 
and allow for exhaustive enumeration of the complete 
set of conformations for real small proteins. On the other 
hand, attempts to combine the second class with atomic 
simulations [68-71] are particularly promising as a tool 
for predictive purposes and protein design. In some other 
studies, the distribution of atoms, groups of atoms, or 
amino-acid fragments has been considered [72-74]. 

Simulations with simplified models 
T h e  recent on-lattice simulations by Hinds and Levitt 
[55"] deserve special attention, as mentioned above. T h c  
advantage of the model they describe is that although 
it is computationally simple, at the same time it offers 
the possibility of  emulating real proteins. Structures were 
generated on a tetrahedral lattice. Each lattice point was 
associated with a specific residue. Between zero and three 
residues were placed between adjacent lattice points, 
the details being determined for each conformation by 
a clever, simple dynamic programming algorithm. All the 
conformations for 11 proteins occupying up to -40 vertices 
were enumerated exhaustively, each conformation being 

evaluated on the basis of empirical contact energies to 
find a locally optimal pattern of tertiary interactions. The  
contact energies were determined following the procedure 
of Miyazawa and Jernigan [4] or Bryant and Lawrence 
[16]. A volume constraint within an ellipsoid significantly 
reduced the number  of  generated structures. T h e  align- 
ment  of residues between vertices and the elimination of 
cxtended conformations effectively decreased the energy. 

The  overall path of the chain is the principal structural 
property that can be captured in this lattice representation; 
secondary structures or side-chain orientations are difficult 
to reproduce. Yet, the low energy lattice models are 
observed to contain some native features; this suggests 
that it is fair to make the assumption that the native fold 
encoded in the amino-acid sequence is robust enough to 
survive even in such a low-resolution approach. 

The  most native-like conformations generated in the work 
of Hinds and Levitt  [55 ° ] typically have no more than 
20% or 30% of native contacts; this number  increases to 
about 50% in simulations carried out by Covell [75,76] on 
eight small proteins. Covell pointed out that about 25% of 
native contacts form even when hydrophobic polyleucine 
sequences are used, and a further increase of about 25% 
in the number  of native contacts occurs when the specific 
protein sequence is considered. Miyazawa-Jernigan con- 
tact potentials were adopted in both of the studies carried 
out by Covell [75,76]. Constraints were placed on the 
size, surface area and total number of contacts. A dynamic 
MC scheme was adopted. The  algorithm is, however, 
highly directed, even though each new conformation is 
selected, using the Boltzmann law, after evaluation of all 
possible moves at all positions for a given step. Covell's 
simulations demonstrate that a simple lattice model with 
effective inter-residue contact energies may uhimately 
find predictive application. 

A higher resolution, or lower rms deviation from native 
structures, was achieved with more detailed lattice repre- 
sentations, which also included several additional energy 
terms [54,68,77",78°]. T h e  simulations of the folding of 
the B domain of staphylococcal protein A, ROE crambin 
[78"] and GCN4 leucine zipper [68] are recent examples. 
T h e  basic differences in these simulations, compared 
with those described above, lay firstly in finer lattice 
descriptions conforming more closely with the geomet- 
ric characteristics of real proteins, including side-chain 
orientations, and secondly in more detailed potentials 
incorporating both local and non-local contributions, even 
including a many-body term. 

In thcsc studies, the Cot tracc of the protein backbone 
was mountcd on a cubic lattice, using up to 90 different 
types of  vectors connecting the successive Cot atoms 
[54,68,77°,78"]. Cot traces of  native proteins were typically 
reproducible with an accuracy of 0.7-1.0 A in this represen- 
tation. Side chains were reprcscnted by single off-lattice 
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sites, whose orientation with respect to the backbone 
was determined from a knowledge-based rotamer library. 
The  potentials included a Ramachandran-like potential 
accounting for torsions and chiralities at Ccc atoms regard- 
less of residue type; an effective hydrogen-bond energy; 
a side-group rotameric state energy; sequence-specific 
orientation potentials between side chains; a residue- 
specific burial energy; contact potentials for non-bonded 
amino acid pairs; and residue-specific cooperative pairwise 
interaction energies implemented when two pairs of 
residues were simultaneously in contact. Additionally, to 
prevent aggregation in unstructured clusters, the presence 
of too many contacts was penalized. With this model and 
these parameters, Kolinski and Skolnick [78"] successfully 
simulated the folding of the above-mentioned two simple 
helical proteins and of crambin, a small or/[3 protein, 
starting from random, expanded conformations. 

lowest energy conformers. However, in the application 
of the same methodology to the C-terminal fragment 
of the L7/L12 ribosomal protein, a [3-sheet-containing 
segment [71], an ad  hoc energy function was added to 
favor the antiparallel configuration of the [3 strands. The 
lowest energy structure in this simulation showed an tins 
deviation of 5.0A, from the native structure. 

Another hierarchical procedure has been proposed recently 
by Srinivasan and Rose [79] to predict the folds of proteins. 
Their  algorithm was generated on the basis of constraining 
the conformations of local units of structures that appear to 
be independently nucleated during the random sampling 
of conformational space. Although good results were ob- 
tained for the secondary and supersecondary structures of 
50-residue fragments in seven X-ray-elucidated proteins, 
this algorithm cannot yield all tertiary, folds. 

Hierarchical approaches: combining atomic and less 
detailed information 
The  approach of Kolinski and Skolnick [77"], further re- 
fined with a molecular dynamics (MD) simulation protocol, 
has been applied to the GCN4 leucine zipper [68]. Here, 
the final structure exhibits a backbone rms deviation of 
only 0.81 ,~ from the crystal structure, which is remarkable. 
Thus, a hierarchical algorithm combining the results from 
MC lattice dynamics with restrained MD-simulations 
to produce full atomic models, and a subsequent MD 
simulated annealing algorithm with explicit water, was 
demonstrated to yield high-resolution coiled coils I68]. 
The  method was further used in the prediction of the 
quaternary structures of coiled coils [54]. The  pattern of 
hydrophobic and hydrophilic residues alone is pointed out 
to be insufficient to define a protein's three-dimensional 
structure. The  importance of specific side chain packing 
preferences and the entropy reduction in higher order 
multimers due to side chain burial was emphasized. 
We also note that a knowledge-based approach, utilizing 
pairwise residue correlations in heptad-repeat positions 
of coiled coils, was recently developed by Berger e ta / .  

[19]. Their approach successfully distinguished coiled coils 
from simple ct helices. 

A hierarchical approach has also been adopted in the 
recent off-lattice simulations of Gunn et al. [69] and 
Monge et al. [71]. The  original structures for simulations 
consisted of sequences of cylinders and spheres. Cylinders 
represented the helices and [3 strands, and spheres 
represented the loops. The  model thus implicitly assumes 
that secondary structural elements are formed prior to the 
tertiary organization of the protein. Conformations were 
generated by changing the dihedral angles of residues 
in the loop regions from a discrete set of rotamers. 
These were evaluated using the Casari-Sippl hydrophobic 
potentials [11]. The  method was applied to two small 
proteins: the four ct helix bundle myohemerythrin and 
eytochrome b562 [70], demonstrating that the basic 
topology of the four-helix bundle was recovered in the 

Parameters 
There  have been inconsistencies in the potentials used 
in simulations. For example, in many cases, redun- 
dancies and couplings between different contributions 
are neglected; each contribution is weighted with a 
different, somewhat arbitrary, scaling factor. We note the 
duplicate inclusion of some specific interactions. Some 
researchers [54] pointed out that it was necessary to 
reduce the strength of short-range interactions in order to 
prevent trapping within local minima indicated, and others 
indicated that scaling factors were required to correct for 
the incomplete separation of the contributions in various 
potential terms [78"]. 

Monge e t a / .  [71] fixed the secondary structure and 
employed a simple knowledge-based potential for simula- 
tions. The  idea of fixing secondary structures originated in 
the work of Ptitsyn and Rashin [80]. This assumption has 
two drawbacks. Firstly, completely predictive calculations 
are not possible, because a priori knowledge of secondary 
structure is required. Secondly, the simulated folding 
pathway may not be physically realistic; that is, it is 
unlikely that all secondary structure is formed prior to 
all tertiary packing. It is widely held that the overall 
hydrophobic collapse occurs first, driving the formation of 
secondary structure. Locking in all portions of the chain, 
except for the loops, is clearly an oversimplification. 

R e c e n t  re f inements  in potent ia ls  
Recently, Sali, Shakhnovitch and Karplus [59"], together 
with others, have suggested that the lack of a suitable 
potential function, rather than the design of a folding 
algorithm, could be the bottleneck in structure prediction. 
In addition, the combination of potentials extracted 
from different structural and energetic considerations, 
being either short range or long range, has proven 
useful [ 13,15,44"',46,68,77",81 ]. 

Among the major issues related to obtaining more accurate 
potentials, cognate to low-resolution models, are the 
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following: effective inter-residue contact potentials appli- 
cable at finer distance intervals in different environments; 
short-range conformational correlations governing the cou- 
pled torsional behavior of consecutive bonds on the main 
chain; backbone-side group interactions; and packing 
and coordination of side chains. Recent developmcnts 
concerning thesc issues will now be prcscntcd. 

A n e w  g e n e r a t i o n  of  e f fect ive  contac t  
p o t e n t i a l s  
The attractive inter-residue contact energies recently 
re-evaluated by Miyazawa and Jernigan [20 °'] were 
derived from a significantly larger set of protein crystal 
structures, but results are nearly identical to those previ- 
ously determined [4]. An additional repulsive inter-residue 
energy was introduced in this stud~; which consisted of a 
non-specific hard core potential and a soft residue-specific 
packing potential that was operative when the number of 
contacts surrounding an amino acid exceeded a threshold 
value. This many-body term serves to offset the physically 
unrealistic overly dense clustering of residues, which is 
observed as a difficulty in simulations that use only 
attractive contact potentials. 

In an examination of the distance dependence of effective 
contact potentials (I Bahar, RL Jernigan, unpublished 
data), we determined inter-residue potentials using the 
radial distribution function gAB(r) for pairs of side chains 
A and B separated by three or more residues. Pair 
radial distributions differ from probabilities or directly 
counted frequencies in that the observed frequencies are 
normalized with respect to the radial distance. Precisely, 
the observed number NAB(r+Ar) of neighbors of type 
B, located in a given spherical shell of thickness Ar 
centered about A, is divided by the volume of that shell, 
4rtr2Ar. This avoids the overweighting of neighbors in 
more distant, larger sized volume elements. The radial 
distribution function gAB(t), as r increases, approaches 
unity in pure systems, or the product of the equilibrium 
mole fractions of species A and B in multi-component 
mixtures. The corresponding potential of mean force is 
WAB(r)=-RTIn gAB(r) [82], which vanishes at large sep- 
arations after normalization with respect to composition. 
Our potentials become negligibly small beyond r=13/~,, 
in contrast to those of Sippl 16], where strong physically 
unrealistic preferences persist over larger separations. 

The average potential Wxx(r), existing between all pairs 
of X side-chain groups, is the reference state in evaluating 
the potential of mean force AWAB(r)=WAB(r)-Wxx(r) 
specific to the pair of residues [A,B]. Wxx(r) was shown 
in Figure 1 for three types of interactions: S-S, S-B and 
B-B, where B and S refer to backbone and side-chain sites 
respectively. Wxx(r) may be viewed as a homogeneous 
sequence non-specific contribution, driving the overall 
compactness of the globular structure. The passage 
to intramolecular effective contact energies defined by 
Equation 3 is made by 

eAR (re)= - RT In ~B(r) dr gAA(r) dr gBl3(r) d 

where ~AB(r) is the normalized radial distribution function. 
The evaluation of CAB(re), on the other hand, requires 
consideration of the average coordination numbers of 
residues in order to estimate the effective solvent-residue 
potentials with a mean-field approximation. 

We evah, ated the effective contact energies CAB(re) and 
CAB'(rc) for two distance ranges, 2.0_<r_<rc=6.4~ and 
2.0_<r_<rc=4.0A, referred to as the 'broad' and 'close' 
distance ranges. The first interval matches that considered 
by Miyazawa and Jernigan [4,20**] in their derivation of 
effective contact potentials. Our eAB(r c) and eAB'(rc) values 
in this range show a close correspondence to those of 
Miyazawa and Jernigan: the respective total correlation 
coefficients are 0.98 and 0.94, confirming the consistency 
of the two studies. The basic feature in the broad distance 
regime is the predominance of hydrophobic interactions. 
However, this behavior does not persist into the close 
distance range, r_<4.0fli. The most striking differences 
between the two sets of effective potentials operating in 
the two distance intervals, observed after superposition 
of the values obtained for glycine-glycine pairs in the 
two ranges (I Bahar, RL Jernigan, unpublished data), are 
summarized below. 

The solvent-mediated effective contact potentials CAB(re) 
between hydrophobic groups in the broad distance regime 
arc of the order of-5.5 RT; this decreases to approximately 
-1.5 RT in the close range. For charged residues, the 
situation is reversed: the oppositely charged side chains 
are subject to the strongest interactions in the close 
regime, with interactions of the order of -6.0RT. The 
strongest attraction (-7.02 RT) occurs between arginine 
and glutamic acid. The pairs of sidc chains with like 
charges are also favored, being about -4.0 RT. Interactions 
between polar and charged side chains also emerge as 
an important group of highly attractive potentials at close 
separations. The corresponding effective contact potential 
is about 2 RT more favorable than that occurring in the 
broad distance range. Sample values for the close range 
arc given in Table 3. 

As to the intramolecular effective contact potentials 
CAB'(rc), thc energy range of effcctivc potentials broadens 
from 2.3RT to 5.5RT as one shifts from the broad to 
the close rcgimc. This indicates a significant increase 
in spccificity within the close distance range. The pair 
Lys-Glu is subject to thc strongest attraction, -2.3 f::T. 
Interestingly, pairs involving tytosine such as Tyt-Gly, 
"I~,r-His, Tyr-Pro, Tvr-Val and "I~:'r-Leu experience sig- 
nificantly more favorable contact energies in the close 
range, compared to their potentials in the broad range. 
His-Asp and Asp-Gly arc two other pairs distinguished 
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Table 3 

Sample values of eAs(dose) for residue types phenylalanine 
(F), leucine (L), alanine (A), glutamic acid (E), and lysine (K). 

eAB(Close) * F - L .t A - E - K - 

F 43.64 -0 .66  -2.21 -0.71 -1 .02  
L -0 .82  -2.1 2 -2 .05  -1 .58  
A ~3.34 ~3.09 -2 .42  
E -3 .72 -5.74 
K ~3.14 

* eAB is the solvent-mediated effective contact energy between residues 
A and B. tAl l  values are given in RT units, where R is the gas constant 
and T is the absolute temperature. 

by an enhanced attraction at short separations, whereas 
Met-Phe,  Ser-Phe,  Pro-Ile and Tyr-Phc  rcprcsent some 
examples of opposite character, that is, pairs whose 
intramolecular effective contact potential becomes less 
favorable at shorter distances. 

The  same residue types have the values for the residue- 
mediated reference state at close approach given in 
Table  4. 

Table 4 

Sample values of eAB"(close) for residue types phenylalanine 
(F), leucine (L), alanine (A), glutamic acid (E), and lysine (K). 

eAB"(close) * F" L.t A.t E"  K? 

F -1 .07 -0 .55  -0 .85  1.15 0.48 
L -0 .6? -0 .23  0.34 0.45 
A -0 .20  0.55 0.86 
E 0.44 -1 .96  
K 0.28 

*eA8" is the residue-mediated effective contact energy between 
residues A and B. "~All values are given in RT units, where R is the 
gas constant and T is the absolute temperature. 

We note that the classification of  amino acids into two 
crude groups, H (hydrophobic) and P (polar), is inadequate 
even from an examination of the contact potentials listed 
above for only five residues. Here, phenylalanine and 
leucine would naturally belong to the H group and the 
charged residues glutamic acid and lysine would neces- 
sarily be assigned to the P group. If such a classification 
were adequate, we could expect the values in the upper 
left-hand corner of Tables 1-4, which represent the H - H  
interactions, to be approximately equal to each other, 
and the values in the lower right-hand corner, which are 
representative of the P-P  interactions, to be comparable as 
well. In addition, the four values in the upper right-hand 
corner, representing the H - P  interaction terms, would 
be expected to be approximately equal to one another. 
We observe that these requirements are not fulfilled. In 
particular, the residue-mediated contact energies, CAB" 

for P -P  interactions have the values 0.44RT, - 1 . 9 6 R T  
and 0 .28RT for Glu-Glu,  Glu-Lys  and Lys-Lys pairs 
respectively, which could not be approximated by a 
single value. Also, the solvent-mediated contact energies 
CAB for members  of the H - P  group exhibit significant 
diversity. For example, CAB for phenylalanine-glutamic 
acid, --0.71 RT, is closer to the average value for H - H  
interactions, than to the other H - P  contact energies. 

S h o r t - r a n g e  c o n f o r m a t i o n a l  p o t e n t i a l s  
Effective contact potentials cannot adequately represent 
the conformational preferences of the main chain on a 
local scale. These  arc controlled by interactions operating 
between near neighbors along the chain backbone. Also, 
the chain chirality ought somehow to be introduccd in 
low-resolution simulations [68,76,77°,79]. 

Several studies have been carried out that deal with the 
torsional preferences of backbone bonds [13,15,81,83,84] 
(I Bahar, RL Jernigan, unpublished data). In particular, 
the Cot-Cot virtual bond formalism has proven useful in 
treating short-range conformational statistics. This model 
[1] was proposed long ago and was revisited in numerous 
studies. A recent study has demonstrated again the utility 
of adopting such a virtual bond representation with a small 
number  of states per residue for efficiently generating 
conformations that satisfactorily fit crystal structures [67**]. 
Our recent unpublished work shows that an advantage is 
that the virtual bond angles and virtual torsional angles 
exhibit highly correlated bimodal distributions, which 
can characterize secondary structures well. In addition, 
strong coupling between consecutive bond torsions is 
observed [81]. Such pairwise correlations provide thc basis 
for constructing short-range conformational energies in 
Markov chains [21,22]. The  short-range interactions are 
different in origin from the contact potentials operating 
between non-bonded neighbors. One can, therefore, in 
principle, combine the two contributions without includ- 
ing redundant interactions. The  potentials we obtained 
(I Bahar, RL Jemigan, unpublished data) for the pairwise 
interdependent torsions of two virtual bonds adjacent to 
a given residue type A are correlated strongly with the 
secondary structure propensities of the particular residt, e 
type. It was demonstrated that c~-helix and even [3-sheet 
preferences, which depend on context [85], are correlated 
to a significant extent with the doublet energies for 
pairwise coupled torsions. The  determinants of secondary 
structure have recently been studied [86"]. 

Backbone-side-group and backbone-backbone 
interactions 
Potentials of mean force between side-chain (S) and 
backbone (B) interaction sites (S-B), and between pairs of 
Cot atoms (B-B) have bccn evaluated in much the same 
way as the potentials between pairs of  side chains. S-B 
interactions are residue specific (I Bahar, RL Jernigan, 
unpublished data). The  average behavior of all residues is 
displayed in Figure 1. These  arc obtained by considering 
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S-B pairs belonging to residues i and i+k where k>4 ,  
and thus are classified as long-range interactions. Likewise, 
B-B potentials are determined on the basis of backbone 
Cet atoms i and i+k, where k > 5. 

The  side chains that display the strongest affinity for 
the backbone were observed to be glycine, serine and 
threonine (I Bahar, RL Jernigan, unpublished data). 
These  are subject to an attractive B-S interaction of 
about -1.3 RT, relative to the average potential shown 
in Figure 1. The  residues that exhibit the next most 
favorable interactions were lysine > arginine = asparagine 
> glutamine = aspartic acid > glutamic acid. Asparagine 
and aspartic acid had two energy minima, which may be 
attributed to the specific interactions of the two terminal 
atoms of their side chains. T h e  behavior of glutamic acid 
was quite distinct from that of aspartic acid, despite the 
similarity of these residues. 

Figure 3 
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Packing of side chains 
Interior packing is particularly relevant to simulations, 
because the reduction of angular freedom in the dense 
state that is imposed by packing is highly effective 
in reducing conformations. A highly detailed study of 
the packing of  side chains in proteins, considering both 
spatial and orientational distributions, was performed 
by Singh and Thornton [87,88]. T h e  existence of side 
chain packing specificity has been questioned [58], and 
elsewhere its existence has been pointed out to be the 
major determinant of proteins' unique structure [89,90"]. 

Our recent observations on PDB structures indicate that 
there is indeed non-random packing of side chains, and 
that the coordination geometry of amino acids is residue 
specific. Specificity exists both on a local scale and on 
a non-local scale. The  overall non-randomness of the 
coordination geometry may be verified on the map shown 
in Figure 3. Here, all amino acids in 150 non-homologous 
PDB structures were examined and the angular positions 
of their non-bonded neighbors within r_<6.8A, separated 
by at least three intervening residues along the chain, 
are included. A preference for three well-defined loci is 
observed. This non-randomness is evident despite the fact 
that the cumulative behavior of  all residues is shown. 
When coordination geometry about specific amino acids is 
considered, there is a substantial increase in the specificity 
and variability of the preferred loci. Most of the probable 
coordination loci for the twenty different amino acids, 
with their respective probabilities, have been determined, 
and these can be used in on- or off-lattice simulations of 
proteins (I Bahar, RL Jernigan, unpublished data). 

C o n c l u s i o n s  

Recently, the accumulation of substantial numbers of 
p ro te in -DNA structures and their binding data indicates 
the possibility [91"] of obtaining base-amino acid poten- 
tials for those cases. 

General coordination geometry of all amino acids in globular proteins. 
The map represents the observed probabil ity distribution for the 
two spherical angles specifying the location of side chains in the 
neighborhood (r < 6.8 A) of a given side chain. The polar 9i and 
azimuthal % angles are defined as follows. ~3 i is the angle between 
b i and rij , where b i is the virtual bond vector connecting Ccq to side 
chain Si, and rij is the vector pointing from S i to Sj. ¢#i is the dihedral 
angle defined by atoms C~i_l,  Ceti, S i and S;. This angle is 0 ° for the 
trans position with respect to atoms Cai_l ,  ~(z i and S i. Three regions 
of highest probabil i ty are distinguished: (~i,%) =(110',280"),  (80",75 °) 
and (95°,195"), in the order of decreasing heights of peaks. 

Threadings have been used extensively for recognizing 
protein structures or confirming the validity of knowledge- 
based potentials. However, the question of the validity of 
threading experiments as a sufficiently stringent test of 
potentials has been raised [44"].  Thomas and Dill [42"]  
asked whether only two residue types, hydrophobic and 
polar, arc sufficient. However, examination of the contact 
energies for the five illustrative residues presented above 
demonstrates the impossibility of  combining the behavior 
of all residues into two classes. Demonstrations of success 
with fewer classes of residues may indicate that threading 
is not the most demanding test of potentials. The  fact 
that sequences correctly recognize their native fold does 
not necessarily indicate that the extracted potentials are 
sufficient to discriminate effectively against all possible 
non-native folds in simulations. Success in threading using 
limited residue types does not prove that no additional 
types are required. 

Combining potentials associated with different degrees of  
freedom, incorporating the specific preferences on both 
local and global scales, seems important so long as this is 
done in a self-consistent way. Figure 1 gives a description 
of non-specific interactions in globular proteins. These  are 
clearly important in driving the overall condensation of 
the protein and the formation of native-like secondary 
structures. Yet they are not residue specific and hence 
cannot distinguish between folds exhibiting the same 
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compactness and secondary structure. The  unique con- 
formation of globular proteins is, in fact, determined by 
specific interactions, some of which are illustrated in 
Figure 2. Furthermore, side-chain packing seems to bc 
an important additional determinant of particular tertiary 
folds. Lumb and Kim [90 °] call attention to the important 
role of specific interactions between buried polar groups 
in imparting structural uniqueness. They suggested that 
non-specific hydrophobic interactions do contribute to 
protein stability, but that structural uniqueness is imparted 
by the requirement of satisfying hydrogen bonds by buried 
polar groups in the hydrophobic environment. This is an 
important observation which motivates a rigorous analysis 
of the packing of side chains, and particularly of buried 
polar groups. 

As pointed out above, potentials operating between 
pairs of side chains, W A B ( S - S ) ,  may be expressed in 
terms of two contributions: a predominantly attractive 
homogeneous part, Wxx(S-S) for all pairs of amino acids 
(shown in Figure 1), and a residue-specific contribution, 
AWAB(S-S) (illustrated in Figure 2), imparting much of the 
unique sequence-structure correspondence. Our recent 
analysis of these two contributions (I Bahar, RL Jernigan, 
unpublished data) demonstrated that the homogeneous 
contribution to the overall S-S energy is stronger than 
that of specific interactions by about a factor of five. 
A contribution of about -2.1 RT per residue is induced 

1. 
by the homogeneous interactions between side chains. 
A similar scaling was also apparent from examining 
B-S interactions, confirming that specific interactions 2. 
are substantially weaker in magnitude than non-specific 
potentials. This weaker contribution is essential, however, 3. 
for selecting the correct fold from various compact forms. 
We have also observed (unpublished data) that the 
overall interaction energy of native structures increases 4. 
with the size of the protein b y  n 1.28, where n is 
the number of residues in the protein. This implies 
that larger proteins possess enhanced stability. This is 5. 
consistent with observations of more frequent disulphide 
bridges in smaller proteins to compensate for their weaker 
non-bonded energies. 6. 

The  analysis of effective contact energies for two dif- 
7. 

ferent distance regimes is important for gaining an 
understanding of interactions at different inter-residue 
separations. At close distances, that is, r_<4~, specific 
interactions between pairs of hydrophilic residues arc 8. 
predominantly important, whereas at greater separations, 
hydrophobic interactions supersede in this role. The 9. 
latter are much stronger and effectively dominate the 
apparent behavior over the broad range r<6.5~,. These 
observations have important implications as far as the 
simulations with low-resolution models arc concerned. 10. 
Broad distance potentials, such as those of Miyazawa and 
Jernigan [4,20°•], have proven useful in numerous studies 11. 
for recognizing native-like folds. However, a finer level of 

description may possibly be achieved by the subsequent 
use of the new close distance effective potentials, provided 
that a relatively compact native-like intermediate structure 
has previously been attained with the broad distance 
potentials. Thus, refinement using this second class of 
contact potentials may help bridge the gap between low 
resolution and atomic resolution. 

An important overall question is how much detail is 
needed in potentials for simulations: the examples here 
show that two residue types are not sufficient. The  vali- 
dation of simple contact potentials for additional proteins 
[20 °•] shows that the differences among individual values 
are real and no longer dependent on the amount of 
available structural data. The  close values show that the 
close approach of polar side chains is extremely important. 
The  level of detail in a given simulation ought to be 
commensurate, as far as is possible, with the details in 
the applied potential functions. Also, the reference state 
should reflect, as nearly as possible, the details of initial 
interactions. 
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